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1996 Map



Uses of U.S. National Seismic Hazard 
Map
• Current

• Building Codes

• Emerging
• Financial Loss Estimation



Potential Uses of Map for Loss 
Estimation
• How can we use the results of probabilistic 

seismic hazard mapping to estimate financial 
losses from earthquakes directly?



Loss Estimation in U.S.

• Private Sector
• Proprietary models
• Insurance Industry

• Public Sector
• HAZUS



Our Aim–Provide Means for Loss 
Estimation
• Publicly available
• Based on quantitative measures of ground motion
• Compatible with National Seismic Hazard Map



General Idea

• From probabilistic seismic hazard analysis we 
obtain the “hazard curve,” which is closely 
related to the probability density function (pdf) for 
ground motion.

• If we can develop a conditional pdf for loss, given 
the ground motion, we can estimate the pdf for 
loss.



General Idea II

• The mean losses from different locations may be 
summed to determine the mean loss to a portfolio.

• Additional information about the shape of the pdf 
for loss to the portfolio requires knowledge about 
the spatial correlation of probabilistic ground 
motion.



Steps Toward Loss Estimation from 
Hazard Map
• Find the conditional pdf for loss to single family 

homes from insurance claims from the Northridge 
earthquake

• Develop a direct method for calculating the 
spatial correlation of probabilistic ground motion 
and loss (see Wesson and Perkins, Bulletin of the 
Seismological Society, December, 2001.)



Conditional PDF for Loss:  
The Data Set
• 1994 Northridge, California, Earthquake 

(Magnitude 6.7)
• Insurance data for single family homes

• Dollar losses for 80,727 claims in 316 zip codes paid for 
structural damage on 413,854 insurance policies within 
784 zip codes.

• Ground motion
• Ground motion recordings interpolated using 

ShakeMap.



Typical Structures



Known For Each Loss

• Dollar value of structure as determined from “fire 
structural value.”

• Dollar loss paid above 10% deductible.
• Geographic location  by zip code (U.S. postal 

code).

• Also know total number of policies in each zip 
code.



Distribution of Loss

• For each claim, calculate “fractional loss”
• Fract. Loss = Structural Claim/Fire Str. Value

• Then for each zip code, make histogram of 
fractional losses

• Consider only losses greater than deductible of 
10% because sample is incomplete at lower 
values
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Probability density function for gamma distribution

a, shape parameter
b, scale parameter



Sample gamma distributions
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Data Analysis

• Determine fractional loss for each structure.
• Many fractional losses greater than one.

• Determine fraction of total policies in zip code 
with losses less than the deductible.

• For each zip code, determine the gamma 
distribution that best fits the distribution of 
fractional losses above the deductible using a 
maximum likelihood technique. 







Question

• Can we correlate the parameters in the statistical 
distributions with ground motion?



ShakeMap Estimates

• Start with observed strong motion observations
• Correct for site response
• Estimate ground motions throughout region for 

appropriate site response
• Interpolate at population centroid of zip code
• Estimates PGA, PGV, IIM, 3 Hz, 1Hz, 3 sec
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Compare Estimated and Actual Losses

• From ShakeMap ground motions, estimate pdf for 
loss in zip code.

• From pdf, calculate mean fractional loss above 
deductible.

• Multiple by total fire structural value to obtain 
estimate of dollar loss for zip code.

• Compare with actual dollar loss for zip code.





Actual and Estimated Loss

Actual Loss 3.4
Est. PGA 3.0
Est. PGV 2.9
Est. IMM 3.2
Est. 3 Hz 3.2*
Est. 1 Hz 2.5*
Est. 3 sec.
Int. PGA
Int. PGV

2.1*
3.2*
3.0

234 Zip Codes($B)

*n constrained to 1



Loss from Hazard Curve

Hazard Curve Probability Density
For Ground Motion

Loss Curves Probability Density
For Loss



Northridge Zip Code

Hazard Curve PDF for GM PDF for Loss



Conclusions

• Losses to single family houses aggregated by zip 
code are well fit by gamma distributions.

• Shape parameter of gamma distribution correlates 
with ground motion, providing basis for loss 
relations.

• Can estimate total losses to within about 15%.


